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Why Are Whales So Big? Learn about.
This raffish primer on the meaning of ``big'' delivers a healthy, age-appropriate jolt to common
assumptions about proportion and numbers. Beginning with a.
The blue whale is the biggest creature on Earth. But a hollow Mount Everest could hold
billions of whales! And though Mount Everest is enormous, it is pretty small compared to the
planet Earth. This book is an innovative exploration of size and proportion.
Theodore Roosevelt and I used to play a little game together. After an evening of talk, we
would go out on the lawn and search the skies until we found the faint.
Through this book, readers will be able to read and see how a blue whale is NOT the biggest
thing there is. The intro is really cute (and informative) because it. A blue whale is big; it's the
BIGGEST animal alive. But it isn't the biggest thing there is. After all, a blue whale would
look small sitting on top of a mountain. Wonderwise: Is A Blue Whale The Biggest Thing
There is?: journey of discovery in which you'll find that, while a whale is big, other things are
much bigger. A multi-award winning series of non-fiction picture books Two excellent topics
which link into the curriculum for maths, science, technology and history Includes . A blue
whale is big; its the biggest animal alive. But it isn't the biggest thing there is. In this
informative and engaging book, readers discover some big things. What is the biggest thing of
all? A hundred blue whales in a really big jar? A hundred Mount Everests stacked one on top
of the other? The quest goes on until . Year Published: ; Word Count: Grade Level: PK
Curricular Areas: Science Â· English Language Arts Â· Math. Subject Headings: Juvenile
Fiction .
Results 1 - 30 of Is a Blue Whale the Biggest Thing There Is? by Robert E. Wells and a great
selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available.
[Robert E Wells] -- Illustrates the concept of big, bigger, and biggest by comparing the
physical measurements of such large things as a blue whale, a mountain. The blue whale is the
biggest creature on Earth. But a hollow Mount Everest could hold billions of whales! And
though Mount Everest is enormous, it is pretty.
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